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Make every day count during your child’s 
developmental years with Everyday Success! 

Building a strong learning foundation is an essential 
part of your child’s future. The Everyday Success series 
will give your child the building blocks he or she needs 
for learning in the 21st century.

Designed by experts in elementary education, Everyday 
Success promotes learning in three key areas. Thorough 
grade-specifi c instruction introduces, practices, and 
reviews concepts in:

•  Basic Skills
•  Math
•  Reading 

Take learning One Step Further! To support 
independent thinking and discovery, Everyday Success 
offers a continuation of each learning activity beyond 
the pages of the workbook. Your child can actively 
apply what he or she is learning while having fun at 
the same time! In addition, each workbook contains a 
complete answer key to support your young learner.  

•  Reading Comprehension

•  Addition & Subtraction

•  Critical Thinking

•  Answer Key
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Support essential skills for academic achievement
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Everyday Success First Grade

Basic Skills
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Rhyming words are words that sound alike at the end of the word . 
Cat and hat rhyme .

Directions: Draw a circle around each word pair that rhymes . 
 Draw an X on each pair that does not rhyme .

Example:

soap  red book
rope  dog hook

cold  cat yellow
rock  hat black

one  rock rat
two  sock flat

good  you meet
nice  to  toy

old  sale word
sold  whale letter

Rhyming

One Step Further
Choose two rhyming words from this page . 
Can you find both objects in your home?

Rhyming Words
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Everyday Success First Grade

Rhyming words are words that sound alike at the end of the word .

Directions: Draw a line to match the pictures that rhyme . Write two
 of your rhyming word pairs below . Rhyming

One Step Further
What word rhymes with your name?
Make up a word if you have to!

Rhyming Words
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Directions: Circle the first letter of each word . Then, put each pair
 of the words in ABC order .

 c ar b ird moon two nest fan

card dog pig bike sun pie

ABC Order

One Step Further
Write three words . Ask a friend to put them in 
ABC order .

ABC Order

bird
car
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Directions: Look at the words in each box . Circle the word that
 comes first in ABC order .

ABC Order

One Step Further
Write down names of your friends and family . 
Can you put them in ABC order?

ABC Order

duck

four

rock

game

boy

pink

angel

table

hair

look

blue

rope

chair

apple

yellow

light

come

one

zebra

watch

five

who

dog

black

peach

this

walk

mouse

ten

orange

foot

boat

mine

book

tan

six
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Compound words are two words that are put together to make 
one new word .

Directions: Look at the pictures and the two words that are next to
 each other . Put the words together to make a new
 word . Write the new word .

Example:

house + boat = 

side + walk = 

lip + stick = 

lunch + box = 

Compound
Words

One Step Further
What is your favorite food to pack in
your lunchbox?

Compound Words

houseboat
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Directions: Circle the compound word that completes each
 sentence . Write each word on the lines .

 1 . The  brings us letters .

   2 . A  grows tall .

 3 . The snow falls  .

   4 . A  fell on my head .

 5 . I put the letter in a  .

Compound
Words

One Step Further
Write a letter to a friend . Put it in the mailbox 
or give it to the mailman to send .

Compound Words

outside          inside

sunlight          sunflower

mailman          snowman

mailbox          shoebox

raindrop          rainbow
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You are a special person . Your name begins with a capital letter . We 
put a capital letter at the beginning of people’s names because 
they are special .

Directions: Write your name . Did you remember to use a
 capital letter?

Directions: Write each person’s name . Use a capital letter at
 the beginning .

 Ted 

Katie 

Mike 

Tim 

Names

One Step Further
Write the names of your family members .
How many people are in your family?

Names
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The days of the week begin with capital letters .

Directions: Write the days of the week in the spaces below . Put
 them in order . Be sure to start with capital letters . Names

One Step Further
What is your favorite day of the week?
What do you like about it?

Days of the Week

Tuesday

Saturday

Monday

Friday

Thursday

Sunday

Wednesday
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The months of the year begin with capital letters .

Directions: Write the months of the year in order on the calendar
 below . Be sure to start with capital letters .

January
October
July

December
June
March

April
September
November

May
February 
August

Names

One Step Further
What month were you born in? Do you know 
anyone else born in that month?

Months of the Year




